TEST REPORT N° 3653/13

concerning ceramic tiles
according to EN 14411 (ISO 13006)

Requested by: FLORIM CERAMICHE S.p.A. - Via Canaletto 24 - 41042 FIORANO MODENENSE (MO)
On (date): 04/04/13
For the sample marked: Ceramic tiles of different sizes and thickness 1,0 cm marked “Unglazed ceramic tiles - Brand REX – Serie ARDOISE – Articolo BLANC GRIP”.

DIN 51130 (06/2004) – Determination of the anti – slip properties – Workrooms and fields of activities with raised slip danger, walking method – ramp test

Surface characteristics

- Smooth
- Profiled
- Structured
- Rough

RESULTS

Average total acceptance angle: 26.8°

Movement area (cm² /dm²):

CLASSIFICATION (BGR 181 – 10/2003)

Group of anti – slip properties: R11

Movement area evaluation group: 

Prof. Eng. Giorgio Timolin
Director

The results reported relate only to the samples tested. No responsibility is taken for the accuracy of the sampling unless it is done under our own supervision. The reproduction of this test report is only authorized in the form of a complete photographic facsimile. Our written approval is necessary for any partial reproduction. This test report consists of 1 pages, this cover included.